
Power Transformer Program 
Thank you very much for the article 'Program 
for Design of Power Transformer1 in the 
March '86 issue of your magazine, i have 'run' 
the program on BBC Micro and have found 
;hat Dimension Statement, i.e. statement no. 
25, is incomplete. It has provided DIM for 
three variables only whereas there are nine 
variables, dimensions for which are to be pro¬ 
vided. Except this the program runs and it is 
quite a useful program. However, I would like 
to modify statement no. lOand 500 to 570for a 
Defter printout of the results. 

SUDHIR KUMAR SAXENA 
Patiala 

Dimension statement has not been given 
for subscripted variables such as T, S, S$. I, Q 
and V. 

Program is correct up to statement no. 
105. But while executing statement no. 110, if 
the statement is true, instead of going to 
statement no. 130 It should execute statement 
no. 135. If statement no. 110 is false then the 
computer should execute statement no. 115, 
120 and so on. 

The modified list is given below for the cor¬ 
rect logic from statement no. 110 to 130. 

HO IF A* ■ • V THEN 135 
115 INPUT "SEC. VOLTAGE IN VOLTS", V(2) 
120 INPUT "SEC. CURRENT IN AMPS ", 1(2) 
122 PRINT "ASSIGN 0 VALUE FOR BALANCE VOLTAGE 

AND CURRENTS" 
123 ROM. P2 IS OUTPUT POWER 
125 P2 « V(2) ‘ 1(2) 
130 GO TO 180 

The rest of the program is alright. 
R.K. GUPTA 

Lucknow 
The author, Mr Anil Kumar Malik, replies: 

First of all I would like to thank MrSaxenaand 
Mr Gupta for having gone through my article 
m detail and taken pains to point out diffi- 
c Jlties/suggestions in running the program. 

In BASIC, each variable reserves ten 
memory locations, if it is not dimensioned in 
f)IM statement. That is why subscripted varl- 
' hies were not included in DIM statement, as 
nese used only six memory locations. As 
ASIC has many versions, this statement will 

' nve to be modified, depending upon one’s 
imputer and the BASIC's version. However, 
is better to dimension each variable In DIM 

iatement to save memory, as well as disc 
torage capacity. 
One can always use TAB function to get 

stter printout depending upon one's prefer- 
nee for presenting the results, 
in the program under reference, TABfunc- 

°n was not used, as results were printed 
nder only two columns. This can however 
3si]y be achieved by using In PRINT state¬ 

ment as it also behaves like 'TAB' function. 
I don't agree with the modifications aug- 

ested by Mr Gupta. The three additional 
Elements suggested by him, numbering 
om 122 to 126, are superfluous and don't 

'ncreaae the efficiency or save GPU time, 
instead he has detested these three stete- 
mente without achieving anything. 

I want to clarify that each variable is initla- March, 1986). However, I would like to point 
lised to zero when the program is run, and It out the following: 
remains zero till a value is assigned to it. The 1. In the formulae given for calculating the 
statement 130 PRINT assign o value for the values of C and L there seems to be some 
balance voltages and currents" is used totell error in specifying the units. On substituting 
the operator to assign '0' value to the balance the values for 4-ohm speaker system with 
variables if the transformer has more than one crossover point at 2500 Hz, the values of C 

secondary windings but less than five. Sup- and L come out to be 0.0000159 and 
pose, the transformer has three secondary 0.0002545 respectively. I think these are 
windings, then V(5), V(6) and 1(5) and 1(6) will values In farad and henry and not microfarad 
be assigned ‘0’ value. and millihenry as written in the article. 
„ ... _ . ... .. 2. In the graph showing Impedance curve 
Versatile Taster Simplified Further (Fig. 7 of the article), I presume the Y-axis 
With reference to the construction article by represents Impedance Z and not dB. 
Mr D. Venkatasubbiah in the January issue 3. i beg to differ from learned Mr Osan's 
and a modification suggested by Mr M. Rama- contention that electrolytic type capacitors 
chandran, Cochin in the April issue. I would are available only as ‘polarised’ units. In fact I 
like to suggest further modification to elimi- have personally used 'Crescent' make non- 
nate the reversal of polarity of the probes in 'A' polar electrolytic capacitors, a wide range of 
and 'B' positions. whichIsavailablewithAssociatedTraders,43 

R1 
22K 

POSITION A:CONTINUITV TESTER 
POSITION B CAPACITANCE TESTER 

With the DPDT switch connected as shown Old Lajpatrai Market, Chandni Chowk, Delhi, 
in the above diagram, there would be no When we put two capacitors in series (to 
change in polarity of the test probes in either make the combination behave like a non¬ 
position. polar unit) I think it will add up ESR (equlval- 

B. MEHER MOHAMMED ent series resistance) of the two capacitors 
Visakhapatnam and would result in excessive power loss as 

□ Congratulations for publishing such an compared to single-piece non-polar 
excellent article by Mr D. Venkatasubbiah, capacitor. 
'Versatile Tester with Audio Indication’ in the Kindly enlighten me on the above points 
month of January. The article proved very through good columns of your informative, 
useful to me. interesting, elegant and perhaps one of the 

ANAND KUMAR GUPTA most authentic magazines on electronics 
Hazaribagh available In India. 

The author, Mr D. Venkatasubbiah, replies: RAKE8H KUMAR 
It is heartening to get a constructive and use- New Delhi 
ful suggestion from Mr B. Meher Mohammed, The author, Mr Jasvlnder Oaan, repllee: 
an employee of State Bank of India, Visakha- The formulae given in equationa (1) and (2) 
patnam. It shows the abundant popularity of fllve the capacitance and inductance in farads 
EFY, in addition to exhibiting the deep dedi- and henry respectively. Also, the equation (6) 
cation of Mr Meher Mohammed in In part II (April laaue) of the article gives 
electronics-hobby. Inductance In henry. 

Regarding the modification, he isquite cor- The Y-axis of the curve given in Fig. 7 
rect and such suggestion was already represents variation In voltage in terms of 
received from other readers. Still, I would like decibels. The curve was traced from the origl- 
to thank thla special’ reader who thinks of nal, which has plotted on a B&K level recorder 
electronics also in his banking aervica. to show the variation In voltage across the 

terminals of a speaker, as the Input signal 
Greaeover Networks from a constant current source is swept. At 
Many thanks for publishing lucid and Infor- resonance, the impedance is maximum, and 
mative article on Crossover Networks (EFY hence the voltage drop across the speaker la 
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